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SEPARATION BY  CYLINDRICAL SURFACES1

STEVEN  R.   LAY

Abstract. C. Carathéodory has established that two compact

sets P and Q in Euclidean /i-space can be strictly separated by a

hyperplane if each subset of n + \ or fewer points of Q can be

strictly separated from P by a hyperplane. In this paper it is shown

that if each subset of k or fewer points of Q can be strictly separated

from P by a hyperplane (where k is a fixed integer, 1 ̂ k^n), then

there exists a cylinder of an appropriate sort containing P and dis-

joint from Q.

In 1905, C. Carathéodory [1] established that two compact sets P and Q

in Euclidean «-space En can be strictly separated by a hyperplane if each

subset of n+l or fewer points of Q can be strictly separated from F by a

hyperplane. Suppose, however, that less information is known. Specifi-

cally, suppose for a fixed integer k (1 -^k^ri) that each subset of A; or fewer

points of Q can be strictly separated from F by a hyperplane. Then what

can be said about the type of separation possible between P and Ql A

partial answer to this question for the case where P consists of a single

point and k=n was given by Hanner and Radström [2] in the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Q be a compact subset of En and let p be a fixed point.

Suppose that for every n points of O there exists a hyperplane strictly

separating those n points from p. Then there exists a hyperplane containing

p which is disjoint from Q.

In order to generalize this result to the case where P is an arbitrary com-

pact set, the following concept is useful.

Definition 1. Let A be a nonempty compact subset of En and let F

be a /c-dimensional subspace of En (0^/c^n). Then C=A + F=

{a+f:a e A and/e F} is called the k-cylinder generated by A and F.
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Notice that the O-cylinder generated by A is precisely A. The 1-cylinder

generated by A and a line through the origin is just a cylinder in the sense

of the usual definition. An (n-l)-cylinder is a pair of parallel supporting

hyperplanes and the region between them. The «-cylinder generated by A

is precisely En.

We are now in a position to state our main result. We shall denote the

convex hull of a set A in £" by conv A.

Theorem 2.    Let P and Q be nonempty compact subsets of En. Suppose

for a fixed integer k (1 ̂ k^n) that each subset ofk or fewer points ofQ can

be strictly separated from P by a hyperplane. Then given any k-cylinder of

the form C=(con\ P)+F there exists a (k—\)-cylinder of the form /)=

(conv P)+Fx such that /)<= C and DnQ= 0.

It is clear that the Hanner-Radström result is included in Theorem 2 as

the special case where F is a single point and k=n, for then the ¿-cylinder

generated by P is just En and the (k— l)-cylinder containing P and dis-

joint from Q is precisely a hyperplane. Unfortunately the approach used by

Hanner and Radström does not adapt itself to the situation where P is

larger than a single point. In order to prove Theorem 2 in its full generality

we recall the following definition and theorems relating to spherical con-

vexity.

Definition 2. A subset A' of a spherical surface in En is said to be

strongly convex if K does not contain antipodal points and if K contains,

with each pair of its points, the small arc of the great circle determined by

them.

Theorem 3. Let Í2 be the unit sphere about the origin in E", and let

sé={Ai:i e 1} be a family of compact strongly convex subsets ofQ.. If each

n or fewer members of sé have a point in common, then there exists a pair of

antipodal points {y, —y) in Í2 such that each A¡ (i e I) intersects {y, —y}.

Proof.    See Horn [4].

Theorem 4. Let Í2 be the unit sphere about the origin in En, and let

sé={Ai:ie 1} be a family of compact strongly convex subsets ofQ. If each

n+\ or fewer members of sé have a point in common, then there exists a

point in common to all the members of sé.

Proof.    This follows directly from Helly's theorem [3].

Proof of Theorem 2. Letting d(a, b)= \\a—b\\ for a, b e En, we denote

inf{d(a, b):ae A, be B) by d(A,B) for subsets A and B of £\ Define

<5 = inf {¿/(conv T, conv P): T is a subset of k or fewer points of Q). Since

P and Q are compact it follows that à >0. Given a ¿-cylinder C= (conv P) +

F, if QnC=0 then the result follows directly. If QnC^0 , then we let
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Q be the intersection of F and the unit sphere about the origin in E". For

each point w e Q we define rw to be the ray from the origin through w and

Fw to be the (k—l)-dimensional subspace contained in F which is perpen-

dicular to rw. Then for each point q e Qc\C, we define

Aa = {ifeû:5, is contained in the component of

C ~ [(conv P) + Fw] which intersects (conv P) + rw)

where Sq={x:\\x—q\\<öß}. (See Figure 1.)

/

/
Fw

Figure 1

We claim first that, for each q e QnC, A„ is a compact strongly convex

subset of Í2. To see this we pick an Aq and define, for each w e Aa, ^w to

be the component of C~[(conv P)+Fw] which intersects (conv P)+rm.

Thus given two distinct points w and w' in Aa we must show that q e^x

where x is a point on the small arc of the great circle determined by w and

w'. Now<7 e ?,ní?M- and <Swr\'SK. is contained in <&x, soqe ^Sx. Further-

more, since SQ is open, AQ is a compact subset of some open hemisphere

and thus contains no antipodal points.

Secondly, we claim that if qx,--- ,qm (l^w^fc)areany/?. points in QC\C,

then flili AQ.9i0 ■ To see this we note that d(conv{qx, ■ ■ ■ , qm}, conv P)^.

ô. Thus d(conv{S0i, • • • , SQm}, conv F)>á/2 and so there-exists a hyper-

plane H strictly separating {S^, ■ ■ ■ , S„J and P. Let //' be the (n— 1)-

dimensional subspace parallel to H, and let G = H' C~\F. Now F4://' since
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H separates P and {SQi, ■ ■ ■ , SQJ, and so G is a (A:— l)-dimensional sub-

space. It follows that {SQi, • • • , SQm} is contained in one of the two com-

ponents of C~[(convF)-f G], and we may choose w e Q, so that rw is

perpendicular to G and (conv P)+rw intersects the component that con-

tains {SQi, ■■■ , SQJ. Then w e f)Zi Aq.

Combining the two claims and Theorem 3, we see that there exists a pair

of antipodal points {y, —y) in Í2 such that each AQ (q e QnC) intersects

{y, —y}. It follows that the (k— l)-cylinder (convF)+Fv has empty inter-

section with Q.

<?t
A

/_\

/   / \   \

Figure 2

Example. To see that Theorem 2 is a best theorem in the sense that one

cannot in general weaken the hypotheses and obtain the same conclusion,

let F be a circle in £2 and let Q = {qx, q2, q3) be the vertices of a triangle

such that P intersects each edge of the triangle but each vertex is outside P.

(See Figure 2.) Then each point of Q can be strictly separated from F by a

hyperplane, but clearly there does not exist any 1-cylinder generated by P

which misses Q.

Theorem 2 is not a proper generalization of Carathéodory's theorem,

but by changing the conditions slightly we obtain the following theorem

which includes Carathéodory's result.

Theorem 5. Let P and Q be nonempty compact subsets of £". Suppose

for a fixed integer k (2^kfkn+\) that each subset ofk or fewer points ofQ

can be strictly separated from P by a hyper plane. Then given any (k—\)-

cyUnder of the form D = (conv P)+Fx there exists a (k—2)-cyUnder of the

form F=(conv P)+F2 such that £c £) and QnD is contained in one of the

two connected components of £>~F.

Proof. Let à = inf {¿/(conv T, conv P) : Fis a subset of k or fewer points

of Q). Since P and Q are compact it follows that <5>0. Given a (k—\)-

cylinder £>=(conv F) + Fi, if QnD=0 then the result follows directly.

If QnDjí 0 , then we let Í2 be the intersection of Fj and the unit sphere

about the origin in £". For each point h' g Q we define rw to be the ray

from the origin through w and Fw to be the (k—2)-dimensionaI subspace

contained in Fx which is perpendicular to rw. Then for each point qeQnD,
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we define

Aq = {w e Q.:SQ is contained in the component of

D <-- [(conv P) + Fw] which intersects (conv P) + rw)

where 5, = {x:||x—ty||<ó/2}. (See Figure 1.)

As in the proof of Theorem 2, we see that each AQ (q e Qr\D) is a com-

pact strongly convex subset of Q and that if qx, ■ ■ ■ ,qm (1 ̂ m<k) are any

m points in Q(~\D, then flíli A„.^0. Since Q is the unit sphere about the

origin in the (k—l)-dimensional space Fx, Theorem 4 implies that there

exists a point y in flaeOnß ¿q- Letting £=(conv P)+Fy we have Q(~\D

contained in the component of Z)<~F which intersects (conv P)+rv.

It should be noted that when k=n+1, then Theorem 5 is equivalent to

the following theorem due to P. Kirchberger [5]. A proof of this equiv-

alence may be found in Lay [6, p. 32].

Theorem 6. Let P and Q be nonempty compact subsets of En. Then P

and Q can be strictly separated by a hyperplane if and only if for each sub-

set T ofn+2 or fewer points of P\JQ there exists a hyperplane which strictly

separates TC\P and TC\Q.
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